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Details of Visit:

Author: maestro2
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 4 May 2010 19:00
Duration of Visit: 70 min
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.vicky-escort.co.uk/
Phone: 07853521652

The Premises:

Nice, clean, accommodating flat in a posh part of London. Apartment complex has a receptionist in
the foyer but this shouldn't be an issue. 

The Lady:

Tall, slim, attractive russian blonde in her early 20's. Nicely dressed. A little blonder than the photos
but definitely the lass from the website. English is functional if limited, don't expect to discuss
Chaucer but it's sufficient for the appointment - certainly better than my Russian. 

The Story:

Arranged to meet Vicky late one afternoon after my regular lass had binned me. She was hospitable
and personable and after the monies were exchanged we had a glass of wine and chatted for a
while. Twenty odd minutes in I was asked to take shower which i dutifully did in her clean, if small,
bathroom.

On returning from the bathroom I was asked to lay on the bed. This is where things started to go
downhill.

I'm not sure what vickys usual modus operandi is but upon disrobing me she proceeded with some
initial vigorous hand relief followed by a period of mechanical covered oral. Needless to say this
failed to assent me to climactic heights i'd hoped for so we moved on to a session of repetitive
cowgirl. Again without conclusion.

It was at this point it dawned on me that despite the earlier pleasantries she just wanted me 'done'
and out of there. Maybe I wasn't her type or maybe she had somewhere to be but then it would
have been better she not gone ahead with the appointment - i'm sure my ego could survive a
rebuttal at the door.

Anyway I was horny so wanted to climax. In the end we finished doggy style. It was bereft of any
sensuality or passion, like having sex with robocop.

In hindsight I probably could have taken care of myself better. Despite a 90 minute booking I was
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out in 70 mins.

In all a pleasant, hospitable, attractive girl but sexually, for me, a very prosaic experience.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The lady writes:

This guy needs to sort his diary out. I was not working on the day he?s reporting, and have no
memory of the meeting. He?s mixing me with another girl. Look at all the rest of my reports ? 100%
!
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